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ABSTRACT. The charge-coupled device (CCD) possesses unique features which offer a new approach to 
time-division analog multiplexing in an integrated circuit format. The parallel-to-serial transfer capability permits 
simultaneous sampling of parallel signal channels with a single gate pulse. The ability of the CCO to store charge 
packets permits analog data to be sampled and stored in the device, and subsequently to be shifted out of the 
device serially with no intervening analog-to-digital conversion. The basic structure and operation of CCD 
time-division analog multiplexers is described and examples of specific design approaches, including those for 
integrated output circuits, are presented. The multiplexer operation is studied with respect to relevant performance 
factors such. as charge transfer efficiency, dynamic range, attenuation, and interchannel crosstalk. The theoretical 
performance of CCO multiplexers in terms of interchannel crosstalk is given particular attention. A design 
technique is described which substantially decreases this crosstalk, by providing parallel channel inputs at altemate 
element positions along the CCO. The resulting structure is referred as the isolation-element multiplexer. 
Experimental results are presented for a 16-channel, isolation-element (n-channel) CCO analog multiplexer. Charge 
transfer efficiency values as a function of frequency and temperature are given for these prototype devices and 
measured noise levels are reported. A brief description of typical clock waveforms is given to familiarize the 
system designer with the support circuitry required. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the fields of communication, sonar, infrared 
imaging, and radar, a large number of electronic 
systems depend on pulse multiplexing techniques to 
process sensor information to a more suitable and 
efficient format before transmission. By far the best 
known and most widely used pulse multiplexing 
schemes are frequency-division and time-division. 
Multiplexing by time-division simplifies the system 
since relatively simple synchronous control replaces 
modulators, demodulators, carrier generators, and 
band-pass filters normally employed in frequency
division systems.' Hence, time-division multiplexing 
systems offer distinct advantages in systems applica
tion where simplicity, reliability, and economics are of 
utmost importance. 

The charge-coupled device (CCD) possesses 
unique features which offer a new approach in imple
menting time-division analog multiplexing in integrated 

circuit form. The mode of operation of a CCD multi
plexer is pulse-amplitude modulation. The CCO can 
sample and store analog data with no intervening 
analog-to-digital conversion. Input signals in all chan
nels may be sampled simultaneously with a single gate 
pulse. Stored analog data in the CCO can be shifted 
sequentially out of the device by simple clock
-controlled digital logic circuits. These features in 
conjunction with the advantages of integrated circuitry 
make it likely that CCOs will have a major impact in 
time-division multiplexing systems, paralleling the 
recent development of CCOs for other analog signal 
processing applications. 2 • 3 

The purpose of this paper is to describe the design 
and perfonnance of a ceo time-division analog multi
plexer. Section II discusses the CCO time-division analog 
multiplexer with respect to its principal of operation, 
structure, charge transfer efficiency, attenuation. inter
channel crosstalk, dynamic range and noise. Experi
mental results are presented in Section Ill. 

*This work was partially supported by Night Vision Laboratory, Ft. Belvoir, Virginia, under Contract No. DAAK02·73-C-0194. 
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II. CCD TII\IE-DIVISION MULTIPLEXERS 

A. PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 

A schematic presentation of a time-division multi
plexer is depicted in Figure I (a). The function of a 
CCD multiplexer is to replace the circuitry within the 
dashed line. As indicated, this multiplexer converts N 
parallel input channel signals into a single-channel 
pulse-amplitude-modulated output. The input signals 
are sampled simultaneously. This eliminates the need 
for exact timing of synchronized pulse generators to 
determine the exact time slot in which each input 
channel is sampled, as is required in commutator-type 
systems. The sampled infom1ation is stored in the 
CCD as charge packets which, as depicted in Fig
ure !(b), are sequentially read out of the CCD and 
converted to an output signal, V out· 

Structurally, a CCD multiplexer is a simple varia
tion on the basic CCD structure, which is a sampled
data analog delay line.4 This basic structure is illus
trated in Figure 2(a), where the delay line elements are 
shown numbered from the output, and the block 
labeled S indicates a sampler. In the CCD multiplexer, 
inputs are applied to the delay line element positions, 
as depicted in Figure 2(b). 

The layout design of a conventional surface
channel CCD analog delay line (n-channel) is shown in 
Figure 3. As is illustrated, the channel-stop diffusion 
(p+) is continuous ~long both outside edges of the phase 
electrodes (r/>1 , ¢ 2 , and ¢ 3 for a three-phase device). For 
a CCD multiplexer, a means must be provided for 
introducing minority carriers to the Si-Si02 interf:lce in 
the delay line in a quantity proportional to the input 
voltage. Figure 3(b) shows a possible input design, in 
which input diodes are connected to every element 
position in the delay line via openings in the channel
stop diffusion. A parallel-to-serial transfer electrode </Jp/s 
is positioned between the M parallel input diodesand 
the delay line. 

The operation of the input structure can be 
described by referring to Figure 4, which shows a 
cross-sectional view across the channel. Charge is trans
ferred into the serial delay line when a potential well, a 
virtual drain. is created under the ¢ 2 electrodes, and 
when the ¢p/s electrode (which functions as the gate of 
an MOS device) is pulsed to a voltage greater than the 
threshold voltage, VP above Vk, the input voltage signal 
at the kth element position. The amount of charge 
entering the potential well at the kth element from the 
input node at time equal to zero, Q(k,O), is given by 

(I) 
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where Cox is the oxide c<tpacitance and ¢ 2 is phase two 
clock pulse. 
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A charge packet, upon reaching the output. 
changes the output node voltage by .Cl. V o/p . given ·by 

Q(O,k) 

co/p 
(2) 

where Q(O.k) is the amount of charge that is remain
ing in the charge packet initially at the kth element, 
after being shifted to the output node, and co/p is the 
total capacitance associated with this node. 
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An on-the-chip preamplifier consisting of an MOS 
precharge device and an MOS source follower, as 
depicted in Figure 5, can be used to detect the output 
node voltage t1uctuation caused by the arriving charge 
packet. The precharge terminology is suggested by the 
fact that the diode is precharged to a given voltage by 
a clock prior to being partially discharged by the 
charge packet. 

B, CHARGE TRANSFER EFFICIENCY 

A key consideration in the performance of a CCD 
is how efficiently the charge packet is transferred from 
one element to the next. In general, there is no net 
loss of charge, but a small fraction of a charge packet 
is usually left behind with each element transfer. For 
convenience in the following calculations. the effi
ciency of the transfer process will be expressed in 
terms of the quantity E, which is the fractional loss 
per element into the trailing charge packet. That is, E 

OUTPUT DIODE 

P-TYPE SUBSTRATE 

(A) CROSS SECTION VIEW OF PREAMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 

Vsua 

(B) PRECHARGE AND SOURCE FOLLOWER DEVICES 
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Figure 5. Schematic of the Output 
Preamplifier Circuit 

• 
is the fractional amount of charge that is left in the 
trailing packet after p transfers, for a p-phase CCD. 
Charge transfer efficiency, CTE, can be expressed as 
I - E/p. 

There are many different factors which intluence 
the CTE of a CCD multiplexer. In a surface-channel 
device. fast interface states are an important loss 
mechanism. At high frequencies. CTE becomes limited 
by diffusion time or field-aided-drift velocity effects;5 

the resulting charge loss in to trailing packets will 
eventually become substantial, even in a buried
channel structure. 

The gaps between the metal electrodes in the 
single-level metallization CCD structure cannot be 
made much smaller than 0.1 mil with conventional 
integrated circuit photolithography. If the oxide in the 
gap is exposed (i.e., not covered with a "resistive 
sea"), the surface potential cannot be effectively con
trolled there. As a result, "barriers" or "wells" may 
exist which can degrade the charge transfer 
efficiency. 6 In the CCD multiplexer structure, the 
effect of the exposed oxide is greater because the 
channel stop on one side of the serial portion of the 
device is interrupted to allow for the parallel inputs. 
At these points of interruption, an additional gap 
exists between the serial transfer electrode and the 
electrode controlling the parallel input. Thus, the 
charge transfer efficiency of the multiplexer structure 
can be inferior to that of the serial register with 
channel stops on both sides, unless either a resistive 
sea or a very small gap (~0.01 mil) process7 is used. 

In the CCD multiplexer, because of its layout 
structure, charge transfer inefficiency results in two 
effects that degrade its performance: nonuniform 
attenuation and interchannel crosstalk. These effect 
are discussed in the next two subsections. 

C. NONUNIFORM ATTENUATION 

As indicated in Figure 2(a) for a CCD delay line, 
all signal charge packets make the same number of 
transfers to the output. This is not the case for a CCD 
multiplexer. This variation from one channel to the 
next in the number of signal packet transfers can 
result in nonuniform attenuation of the different 
signals. The amount of charge in a packet at the 
ktlz-element position of an N-element multiplexer at 
time t, Q(k,t), is given by 8 

N 

Q(k,t) = L G(k'- k,t) Q(k',O) (3a) 

k'= l 



where 

, . f (k'~k) (1-e)k'-lc et-lc'+lc, 
G(k -k t)= ) 

' ~0 < k < k' < N, t > k'- k 

= 0, otherwise; (3b) 

and where Q(k' ,0) is the charge packet in the k' liz
element position at time equal to zero and (k' __! k) is a 
binomial coefficient. The unit of time is one element 
transfer period. Since the primary point of interest is at 
the multiplexer output (k = 0), the above expression is 
simplified to give 

min[N,tl 

· Q(O,t) = L G.) (1-E)k' et -lc' Q(k', 0) (4) 
lc' ~o 

where min[N.t] designates the lesser of the quantities 
N and t. This expression shows that, if a quantity of 
charge Q(k.O) is introduced into the multiplexer at 
only a single input, the primary output packet will be 
of magnitude Q(O,k), where 

Q(O,k) = (I - E)k Q(k,O) (5) 

Therefore, a variation in the amount of attenuation 
exists which is dependent on the location of the input 
signal. The maximum attenuation is approximately 

, Q(O.N)/Q(N,O)""' I - Ne (6) 

When N and E are of such magnitudes that attenuation 
affects the performance of tht: multipkxer, each chan
nel can be normalized prior to multiplexing or at the 
demultiplexer. However, instabilities in the magnitude 
of E with time may require periodic channel renormal
ization in exposed-gap CCD structures. Design tech
niques for greatly reducing the nonuniformity and 
instability in attenuation caused by the multiplexer 
will be described in Subsections E and F. 

D. INTERCHANNEL CROSSTALK 

Signal charge attenuation caused by CTE effects 
is accompanied by dispersion of the charge distri
bution within the CCD; this dispersion of multiplexed 
data appears as interchannel crosstalk. When a 
quantity of charge, Q(k,O). is injected into the ktlz 
element and then shifted to the output (k = 0), a 
fraction of the charge will be left behind not only at 
the ktlz element but at all intervening elements. These 
remaining charge packets give rise to interchannel 
crosstalk. A method is discussed in this section for 

• 

reducing interchannel crosstalk to levels acceptable for 
most system specifications, even when the CTE is low 
("'='99.9 percent). 

Equation (4) may be expanded to determine the 
principal fac:tors that cause crosstalk: 

Q(O,k)= (I- E)lc Q(k,O)+k€ (I- E)lc-1 Q(k- 1,0) 

k(k- I) 
+ 2! €2 (l-e)k-2Q(k-2,0) 

+.'. (7) 

The first term of this equation gives the attenuation 
of the primary charge packet, which is identical in 
form to the right-hand side of Equation (5). The 
remaining terms give the charge that is transferred into 
the primary charge packet as the result of other chargt: 
packets introduced between the kllz element and the 
output at time equal to zero. If k is large and E is small, 
the above can be written as 

[ 
(k€)2] 

Q(O,k) "'='(I - ke) I + k€ + -~ Q(k,O) (8) 

where all charge packets at time equal to zero are 
assumed to be identical. 

The interchannel crosstalk due to charge transfer 
inefficiency, ICR, is defined as the ratio of rhe 
amount of charge that is lost into the primary packet 
by other charge packets to that of the primary charge 
packet when measured at the output. From the above 
equation, the interchannel crosstalk can be written as 

(k€)2 
ICR "'=' kE + --

2! 
(9) 

where the first term is due to the charge packet 
initially at position k - I and the second term is due 
to the charge packet initially at position k 2. If the 
(k - I) input signal is eliminated, the interchannel 
crosstalk becomes 

(k€)2 
ICR ,., __ 

2! 
(I 0) 

Therefore, interchannel crosstalk can be decreased 
substantially in a CCD multiplexer when only alternate 
element positions are used for input signals. This 
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technique provides for an isolation charge packet to 
exist between consecutive primary signal charge 
packets. 

The interchannel crosstalk for a CCD multiplexer 
with inputs at every element position and with inputs 
at alternate element positions as a function of the 
number of input channels for various CTEs is shown 
in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. The maximum inter
channel crosstalk for an N-element CCD multiplexer 
with M parallel inputs at alternate element positions 
exists between the M and (M - I) input signals. From 
Equation (I 0), the maximum crosstalk can be 
expressed as 

(II) 

The design of a CCD multiplexer with inputs at 
alternate element position is discussed next. 

E. ISOLATION-ELEMENT CCD MULTIPLEXER 

Figure 8 shows a schematic of a CCD multiplexer 
with parallel channel inputs at alternate element posi
tions, where there are M input signals and N CCD 
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• elements. From an application viewpoint, this device is 
more accurately described as an M-channel, isolation
element CCD multiplexer. A photomicrograph of a 
16-channel, isolation-element (n-channel) CCD multi
plexer is shown in Figure 9. 

In this design, the channel-stop diffusion was 
made continuous at element positions which did not 
have an input diode. There are three electrodes per 
element position with electrode length of 0.4 mil and 
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Figure 9. Photomicrograph of a 16-Channel, 
Isolation-Element CCD Multiplexer 

width of 2.0 mils. The gap between the electrodes is 
typically 0.1 mil. The input diode method is used for 
the input circuit, while the MOS precharge device and 
source follower is used for the output amplifier. 

The basic operation of the isolation-element 
multiplexer is identical to the CCD multiplexer with 
inputs at every element position except for two 
aspects. The first, as stated above, is that input data is 
transferred into the multiplexer at only every other 
element position. The second is that for the same 
output data rate, the clock frequencies of the phase 
electrodes must be doubled. 

Two methods can be used to obtain the output 
voltage signal. The first is to monitor the voltage 
fluctuations of the primal)' charge packet and to 
dump the isolation packet. The second is to sum the 
primal)' and isolation packets, thereby reducing atten
uation resulting from CTE effects. This may be 
expressed algebraically 

Q(O,N)"" [(I - E)N + NE) Q(N,O) 

""Q(N,O) (12) 

Hence, the isolation-element CCD multiplexer not only 
reduces interchannel crosstalk, but when operated with 
summed outputs, reduces attenuation effects. 

The clocking waveforms for an M-channel, 
isolation-element CCD multiplexer are shown in Fig
ure I 0. The primary and isolation packets are summed 
by precharging the output node only immediately 
before the arrival of the primary charge packet, which 
occurs at the turnoff of the phase-three electrode, as 
shown in part (B) of the figure. 

• 

«1>3 
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(A) NON-SUMMING MODE 
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Figure 10. Isolation-Element Multiplexer Timing Diagram 

F. DUAL ISOLATION-ELEMENT CCD MULTI
PLEXER 

An extension of the above approach is shown in 
Figure I I. The primary feature of this scheme is that 
the clock frequency of the phase electrodes is the 
same as the output data frequency. As illustrated in 
this figure, there are two isola !ion-element multi
plexers, A and B, the outputs of which arc alternated 
to a single output node. This design is referred to as 
the dual isolation-element CCD multiplexer. The 
inputs are so positioned relative to the outputs that, 
during serial readout, while a primary packet is arriv
ing at the output of multiplexer A, an isolation packet 
is arriving at the output of multiplexer B. In a 
sequence of four steps, illustrated in Figure 12, a 

DUMP 

Figure II. Schematic of a Dual Isolation-Element 
CCD Multiplexer 
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Figure 12. Simplified Operation of the Dual Isolation-Element 
CCD Multiplexer Commutator 

primary packet is summed with its isolation packet at 
the output of each register, and the voltages corre
sponding to the sums are alternately presented to the 
commutator output. After an output voltage has been 
sampled, that charge packet is dumped. In Fig
ures 12(A) and 12(B), the primary and isolation 
packets are being summed at the output of multi
plexer A, while the voltage at the output of multi· 
plexer B is being sampled, and then this charge 
dumped. In Figures 12(C) and 12(D), the roles of 
multiplexers A and B are reversed. 

A photomicrograph oi the commutator on the 
dual multiplexer is shown in Figure 13 and its equiva
lent circuit schematic is shown in Figure 14. Operation 
of the device. may be explained by referring to Fig
ure 14(8), which gives the pulse waveforms applied to 
the commutator. Charge packers are ejected from both 
multiplexers A and B upon the turnoff (fall) of the 4>3 

clock pulse. One of the packets will be a primary 
packet and the other an isolation packet. Suppose the 
primary packet is ejected by multiplexer A, and the 
isolation packet by B. The primary packet partially 
discharges the gate capacitance of QA2 ; the gate of 

QB2 has already been partially discharged by a pri
mary charge packet, and is now further discharged by 
the isolation packet. The voltage, V 8 , on the gate of 
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Q82 is representative of the sum of the charge in this 
earlier primary packet and that in the present isolation 
packet. Sample gate B (Q83 ) is now puised on, 
bringing the gate of Q4 to approximately V8 ~ VT, 
where V T is the threshold voltage for the device, since 
Q82 · is operated as a source-follower. The output 
voltage swings to about V 8 - 2VT, and will hold at 
this voltage after Q83 is turned off. A precharge 
(positive) pulse is now applied to the gate of Q81 , 

restoring the output node of multiplexer B to its 
initial voltage. Upon the next turnoff of the ¢ 3 clock 
pulse, a p1imary pulse is ejected from multiplexer B 
and an isolation pulse from register A, and the entire 
sequence is repeated, but with the roles of multi
plexers A and B interchanged. 

Thus, the output circuitry of the dual isolation
element multiplexer functions both as a commutator 
and as a sample-and-hold gate. Aside from this cir
cuitry, each h:J!f of this multiplexer is identical to the 
single isolation-element multiplexer described above, 
and thus will have the same degree of interchannel 
crosstalk. 

G. DYNAMIC RANGE AND NOISE 

The dynamic range of a CCD is defined as the 
range of input signal voltages over which it can be 
usefully operated as a linear device. Since the analog 
signal information is converted to charge packets in 
the CCD, the number of minority carriers contained in 
these packets is a measure of the upper limit of the 
input signal. The noise associakd with charge packets 
can be considered as an uncertainty in the number of 
charge carriers in a given electrode well. This uncer
tainty places a lower limit on the input signal. 

There are a number of sources of noise in a 
surface-channel CCD analog shift register. 9 • 10 The 
significant noise sources will be: 

Fat zero noise 

Input noise 

Preamplifier noise 

Fast interface state noise. 

Dark current noise will be insignificant for most CCD 
multiplexers. For example, a 20-channel, alternate
input CCD multiplexer would have to be operated at 
an output clock rate lower than 500Hz before dark 
current noise would be of any consequence, at room 
temperature. 

As has been reported previously/ 1 the first three 
noise sources listed above may all be reduced by 

• 

L&I_&..,__.J! " " 

proper design and operation to the level associated 
with presetting a small (<:G.2 pF) capacitance, Cnoise• 
to a given voltage. That is, the rms number of noise 
electrons introduced in each case wili be about 

where cnoise is the capacitance associated with the 
particular type of noise source. 

This expression, along with that for fast interface 
state noise, is listed in Table I. Also listed in the table 
are calculated noise magnitudes, obtained using param
eter values representative of the 16-channel isolation
element multiplexer described above. For convenience, 
the rms noise levels are also expressed in tenns of 
equivalent input noise voltage for this multiplexer. The 
total rms noise is calculated to be 520 JJ.V. The rrns 
maximum linear signal voltage for the device was 
about 3.3 V, referred to the input. Thus, the dynamic 
range is calculated to be · 

DR (calculated) = 
3.3 

5.2 X 10-4 

= 6400: I 

or 76 dB. 

An interesting peculiarity of fast interface state 
noise in a surface-channel CCD multiplexer is worth 
noting. Whereas the fast interface state noise is corre
lated at the output of the multiplexer, just as it is at 
the output of any surface-channel CCD, 12 • 13 it will 
be uncorrelated in any given demultiplexed channel. 
Thus, fast interface state noise at low frequencies will 
be more significant in ceo multiplexer applications 
than in, say, CCD imager applications. 

TIL EXPERHIIENT AL RESULTS 

The performance of the 16-channel isolation
element CCD multiplexer is discussed in this section, 
with respect to such operational factors as charge 
transfer efficiency as a function of frequency and 
temperature, interchannel crosstalk, charge packet 
summation, and signal-to-noise ratio. 

To measure CTE as a function of frequency and 
temperature, the parallel-input transfer gate was biased 
off, and the multiplexer was operated as a simple 
analog delay line. The CTE was measured using the 
pulse train technique. wherein a series of large charge 
packets, or "ones," followed by a series of small 
packets, or fat zeros, are introduced through the fat 
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TABLE I. SIGi\IFICANT SOliRCI S OF :-iOISE l'l SURFACE-CHANNEL CCD ~!ULTIPLEXERS 

ParJmeters foe 
16-Cilannel, Isolation
Element CCO Multiplexer 

Calculated Quantities: 
R\lS NmnlJ<:r of .'-Ioise 
Elcctrom, :llld Fqui\alent 
Jt\tS Input .\'oise Voltage 

Fat Zero 
Noi~:e 10 

T = 300 K 
( 'Fz ~c 0.2 pF 

285 

125 11V 

Input 
Noi~e 10 

T ,= :;oo K 

C1,_,"'0.2pF 

285 

225 pV 

1<.'1'0 itlf'U( di•Jck of the lllllltipkxc:I. [he tot a] charge 
]<Jst from the k::ding edg·: of the- •l: iput pulsL~ tr:lin, 
liividc:d by the charge in a single :,: ·:rdy-state nne. is 
set ,·qual to 1\E. 

The: rneasured CTE .ts a functinn <•f ,-]u,:k fre
qucr~c::· ;!! :-oom ternper:tture is shown in Figme 15. 
!'or ,·(·nlpari,nn plirposc·s, the meast.tt·.·J t'T.I oi' :t CCD 
dday line lt::li;:r .:cmtintt<ltts clt:m:\.·1 •'L'P dilTctsinn:s 
on both si,ks uf tl1e charm~!, wit l1 : '"' :>:.tme clunncl 
and '~'~drocle l1i:n::t~sions as the ll!l:ltipk:-.c:r, i-; alsu 
shov.n 111 this figLm~. At lu!h frequutc:ies. buth ;,_·t,; of 
tl:ita JPI'rO:lch the same cun·.:. a5 carri;:r drl'ltr:,iut:-timc 
lo;s do1ninate~ over the loss caw,·d hy poll'ntial 
flue< .•::t,ut·; in th•,~ interde.-!roclc gap 1\~gk>n. 

Fi~·ure 16 !1\l'S the ,,:easurc·d ' I I :ts :1 1\mc:t:on 
,,f knrp~raturc. l'l'lween )Q"(' :m,l i"C. This d:t!J 
wrs t.rkc:1 at a clock frequency of 1 \!!{;_ \\ithin 
o.pt:i,rL:rrt:!l error, no sig:HI'ic:mt v:1riati,,n in CIT is 
noted O\cr the ternperattm· range shown. 

Attenu 1ti•.lll of indiYidual ch:.rrc f'.lc·k,_:ts due to 
dran1~ tran.tcr inl'fllcicnc·y in tlH· mt:ltipl~xcr was 
t;ll~:bured b\· us nt: a de le-vel 3J'i'l'' ,j k> the first it) 
dl!ll':H'h of thc: !(J·CktllliCi isoiattut~-c·:,·nwnt muiti
pkx:r lh·~ first l 0 dwrlrwls wen: hi:t<o .. ·d su as to 
prolh.ll'e :1 unifonn sumrn.:,i clutput :;i~!nal. The rcm:lin
in<. •;i;. :nput clunnels were biased in 'uch a m:tnr:L'r as 
to :tve>id nwdif~ ing the Lrr zero it.--., Tltc sc!Jcm:Jti.: 

of t1u: arr:1ngcn~nt is shown in I :_,'lll'l' 1 7(.\). The: 
c•utrut t>awfonn i;. shown in p_trt t_ln :11' this figmc. 
The (JL!Ip'.lt rr~..:llargc device W.t' ()lH.·r:tkd in the: 

c.umn:ing mode. Th,_: bottom two ,._·;ic·; <lf v,.>!t:tce 
pcdcsL!h slow 1he voltage·-; corn.'Sj'Llltdin,; to the pri
ITHY ,:hargc pJ,:kds and to the Stili" of the prim11ry 

and n:sj•ective i\o.lauon charge pJd .. --:ts. The upper of 
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INPUT SIGNALS 
~ 

~ r ••••c• ···~CHANNEL 
Ll-~.l...-W OUTPUT 

(A) SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM 

(B) OUTPUT WAVEFORMS 

Figure 17. A 16-Channel, Isolation-Element CCD 
Multiplexer With Ten Input Signals 

these two series of voltage pedestals shows the 
nonuniform attenuation of the primary charge packets 
as the channel number is increased. The bottom series 
of pedestals is formed when the isolation charge 
packets are summed with their respective primary 
packets at the output node. The resulting waveform 
illustrates the reduction in nonuniformity of attenua
tion that may be achieved through summing. 

Figure 18 compares calculated with measured 
crosstalk for two 16-channel isolation-element multi
plexers The calculated crosstalk curves are based on 
CTEs for the two devices measured using the pulse 
train technique. The agreement between calculation 
and measurement is evident. 

In Subsection II.G, the dynamic range of the 
16-channel isolation-element multiplexer was calcu
lated to be about 76 dB. The actual rms output noise 
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Figure 18. Maximum Theoretical and ~Ieasured Interchannel 
Crosstalk: Input at Alternate Element Positions 

level of this device. referred to the input, has been 
roughly estimated to be about 6 mY, for a dynamic 
range of about 550: I, or 55 dB. The discrepancy 
between calculated and measured values may be a 
result of sampling noise in the output circuitry, or to 
the fact that the signal input structure on this device 
does not lend itself to the minimum-noise mode of 
operation described in Reference II. 

The 16-channel isolation-element CCD multi
plexer is presently being evaluated for a prototype 
10-channel multiplexing application. For this applica
tion, each channel frequency is bandlimited to 25 kHz. 
The CCD multiplexer sampling frequency, fs. was 
chosen to be 100 kHz. Hence, the CCD clock 
frequency, fc, is given by 

= 2 MHz 
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which requires a serial transfer frequency of 6 MHz. 
Figure 19 shows data obtained with the I 0-channel 
multiplexer operated at the above cloc)< frequency. To 
avoid visual confusion in this figure, time-varying 
signals were applied at only four of the inputs. The 
top trace shows the multiplexed output, while the 
lower traces show the four demultiplexed channels 
with time-varying waveforms. 

Figure 19. Operation of a J6.(hannel, Isolation·Element 
:.tultiplexer at a Frequency Rate of 2 MHz 

t 

Preliminary data obtained with the dual isolation
element CCD multiplexer is shown in Figure 20. The 
four low·frequency waveforms show the time-varying 
inputs applied to four of the 16 channels. The high
frequency \vaveform is that of the multiplexed output 
of the device. The output clock frequency was 
200kHz. 

Figure 20. Operation of a Dual Isolation-Element 
Multiplexer at a Frequency Rate of 200 kHz 
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